
If there is no rain, the grass doesn’t grow.
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1. Do you have a garden at home? 

2. Why do some people have plants at their homes?
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Daily Expression

Grammar Focus Zero Conditional - If + Simple Present 

Plants die if they don’t get enough water. 
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P1

P2

1. If you don’t eat, you get sick. 

2. Plants die if they don’t get 

enough water.
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• Why did Miyu’s plants start 

to die?

• What happens to plants if 

they don’t get enough 

water?

• How are plants like humans?

Questions: 
Miyu: 

Yumi: 

Miyu: 

Yumi:

Oh no! Why did my plants become 

smaller and drier and start to die?

It’s probably because you aren’t watering 

them often enough. Plants die if they 

don’t get enough water.

Maybe the sun has dried up my plants.

Well, plants are like humans. If you don’t 

eat, you die. 



Zero Conditional – If + Simple Present 
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If there is no rain, the grass doesn’t grow.

You get green if you mix blue and yellow.
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If I eat too much, I gain weight. 

If I eat too much, I become skinny.

If I drop ice in water, it float.

Ice floats if you drop it in water. 

If babies are hungry, it cries. 

If babies are hungry, they cry. 

If you heat water to 100°, it boils. 

If you heat water to 100° it boiled.

You get sick if you don’t eat. 

You get sick, if you don’t eat. 

If you touch fire, you get burn.

If you touch fire, you get burned. 
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Water boils if you heat it to 100 degrees.1

3

4

5

6

water/ boil/ heat/ to 100 degrees.

if/ there/ no/ rain/ the grass/ not/ grow.

you/ not/ eat/ you/ sick/ get/.

you/ green/ blue/ get/ mix/ yellow/ and.

ice/ melts/ put/ under/ the/ sun.

if/ not/ brush/ teeth/ you/ get/ cavities.

2



Listen to your teacher and guess if the 

sentence is a FACT or a BLUFF.
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FACT✔ bluffX


